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Abstract 

The effects of strong coupling on the frequency-averaged optical charac
teristics of plasma,s, such as the Rosseland mean-free-path, are considered. 
The general expression for the Rosseland mean opacity has been analyzed 
in terms of the transverse dielectric function of a dense plasma and the 
frequency-dependent effective collision frequency. The corresponding val
ues of the absorption coefficient and the refractive index for a dense plasma 
are presented at u> < up in obvious forms. 

36.1 Introduct ion 

We are concerned with rather "cold," classical, strongly coupled plasmas 
(SCPs), where the energy hup of a plasmon is comparable to or higher 
than the thermal energy of the electrons. The election plasma frequency is 
ujp = (47rn e e 2 /m e ) 1 ' 2 . The plasma under consideration is specified by two 
parameters: (1) the ion coupling parameter 

r = {Zefiija > 1, (1) 

where (3 = 1/ksT is the inverse temperature, Z is the ionic charge, and 
a = (3/47rri{)1/3 is the ion sphere radius, and (2) the electron degeneracy 
parameter 

0 = 1/PEF = 2 ( 4 / 9 7 r ) 2 / 3 Z 5 / 3 r s / r > 1, (2) 

where Ep = (37r2/if.)
2'9/j, /2m,. is the Fermi energy of electrons at the 

temperature T — 0, and rs = (mce2 / t i )(3/47rne)1/3 is the electron density 
parameter. Under these plasma conditions, nonideality effects in the optical 
properties are expected to be important. On the other hand, crystalliza
tion — which occurs for T > 180 — does not yet take place in this modest. 
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T range. We are thus dealing with an intermediate state between ideal 
and solid-density plasmas. Such plasmas occur frequently both in post-
main-sequence phases of stelar evolution (stellar interiors, core-envelope 
boundaries, and surface areas) and in laboratory experiments with high 
local concentrations of energy (see Van Horn and Ichimaru 1993). 

SCP effects manifest themselves differently in the total absorption coef
ficient for different frequency domains. We restrict ourselves here mainly 
to the important , but partial, case when the frequency is a; < u>p. This 
frequency range is critical for radiative transfer, especially under condi
tions where TVJJP ~ kT. The collective modes are important in spite of 
the collision-dominated character of the SCP, so we attempt to consider -
the Rosseland mean absorption in terms of the collision frequency and the ; 
dielectric function. 

36.2 Dielectr ic Function and D y n a m i c Coll is ion Frequency 

In fact, all the information on the optical properties of a plasma is included 
in the transverse dielectric function £tr(u)- In turn, the dielectric function 
depends upon the dynamic electron-ion collision frequency V{OJ): 

etr(u) = 1 - p (3) 

for v(u) < u>. Explicit theoretical results for v(u) are well-known in two 
limiting cases: in classical dilute plasmas (T << 1 and 6 > > 1) and in quan
tum cases (0 << 1), when the electron-ion interaction is weak enough. The 
Born approximation, which is acceptable for u < u>pe (Ichimaru, Iyetomi, 
and Tanaka 1987; Berkovsky, Kurilenkov, and Milchberg 1992) gives the 
following expression for the dynamic collision frequency: 

i \ 1 f A 2C r \ 2f JmTlee(q,u) 
^ " n ( f a ; ) = -3^Tj (2^* M < / K l ( < / ) M < , , - ) l 2 • ( 4 ) 

Here Sa(q) is the ion structure factor, Iiec(q,u>) is the electron polariza
tion function, and ec(q,u;) — 1 — vC(.(q)U.Cf.(q,u) is the longitudinal part of 
the dielectric function of the electron subsystem. Strong coupling effects 
appear in eq. (4) through the static structure factors Su(q) and the local 
field correction factor Ge(q,u>) in e(q,u). We used the hypernetted chain 
(HNC) equations for electronically screened ions to calculate Su(q), and we 
evaluated Ge(q,u) « G,_(q) from the HNC equations for a one-component 
electron system (Berkovsky et al. 1992). The role of the dynamic local 
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Fig. 36.1 The SCP refractive index n(u>). Curve 1 gives the results for an 
ideal plasma; curve 2 for T = 0.5,0 < 1; curve 3 for T = 0.8,0 « 4; and 
curve 4 for the case v = UJV . The cross-hatched areas give estimates based 
on the MD results from Sjogren, Hansen, and Pollock (1981; T = 0.5, S « l : 
area A) and from Valuev (1981; r « 1, 0 » 1: area B). 

field correction and of non-Born elects are discussed elsewhere (Ichimaru, 
Iyetomi, and Tanaka 1987; Berkovsky and Kurilenkov 1993). 

36.3 Refractive Index and Absorption Coefficient at 

- i MP 

From the roots k{u) of the dispersion relation k2(u) = (u/c)2Etr(u,k), the 
optical properties of any medium are easily defined: the refractive index 
n(u) = (c/u)Rc k(ui), the absorption coefficient «(w) = Im fc(w), the skin-
depth for electromagnetic wave penetration into a plasma L = 1/Irn k(u) 
(see Berkovsky, Kurilenkov, and Milchberg 1992), etc. We suppose that 
<jj >> kvTe, and we neglect the /c-dependence of the transverse dielectric 
function £tr in the discussion below (long-wavelength approximation). 

The refractive index and absorption coefficient are essential for calcu
lations of the SCP Rosseland mean-free-path. Some results for n(u) and 
K/f{w) are thus presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, corresponding to 
different SCP parameters. Some estimates of n(uj) and «//(w) from avail
able molecular dynamics (MD) data for the high-frequency conductivity are 
also presented. The SCP collective modes at different T and 0 [in particu
lar, the values of i/(u/up)] affect the functions ra(u>) and «//(<*;), including 
anomalous absorption and refraction (curves 4 in Figs. 1 and 2). 
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Fig. 36.2 The SCP free-free absorption coefficient KJJ(UJ). Curve 1 gives 
the results for T = 0.1,8 w 2; curve 2 for T — 0.5,5 « 4; curve 3 for 
T = 0.8,5 « 4; and curve 4 for the case v = up. The triangle gives an 
estimate based on the MD results of Furukawa et. al. (1990). 

36.4 Rosseland Mean-Free-Path in SCP 

The data presented above can be used to calculate frequency-integrated op
tical characteristics such as the Rosseland mean-free-path (.R. The SCP 
effects manifest themselves in different ways in the total absorption coeffi
cient in different frequency domains (Berkovsky et al. 1993). Let us discuss 
some qualitative features of f.R. 

The following expression for the Rosseland mean-free=path, expressed in 
terms of the transverse dielectric function (i.e. in terms of n(u>) and KJJ{U) 

of dense plasmas, is a new generalization of earlier results (Bekefi 1966; Van 
Horn 1992): 

ctf{[ReJ^\*luImyffuh(dBulffT)iL> 
R f£°(dBJdT)du (5) 

where BU(T) is the usual Planck function. Correspondingly, dense plasma 
effects in the opacity depend upon the combination of plasma parameters 
T, 0, and hup (i.e., upon the charge densities and temperature, as usual). 
If the peak of the Rosseland factor in eq. (5) corresponds to w < up, then 
the strong absorption due to collective effects can produce a decrease in ¥.R 
(or increasing opacity) in spite of the collision-dominated character of the 
plasma. Note that this effectively corresponds to a cut-off of the integration 
in the numerator of eq. (5) at frequencies less than ~ up (Van Horn 1992). 

However, when the Planck peak corresponds to u » u p , the role of 
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the collective modes discussed above disappears, and the role of bound-free 
absorption is reduced significantly (and the free-free absorption turns out to 
be even less than the Kramers values: Berkovsky et al. 1993). Under these 
conditions, the Rosseland mean-free-path IR may increase in comparison 
with the ideal value (reduced opacity). Note that corresponding features of 
radiative transfer, in particular, near the core-envelope boundaries of white 
dwarfs, probably have important consequences for their cooling (Van Horn 
1991). 
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